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Note: veneers and hardwood timbers Colour accuracy

Specifications and Terms

The varying grain and figure of our solid hardwoods and veneers 
emphasise the beauty and individuality of natural timber. 

No two pieces are identical: there will be knots, variations  
in hue, grain and figure, and markings arising from minerals  
in the sap. These are features not faults, and simply prove  
the product’s natural origin. 

Most timbers and veneers either lighten or darken on 
exposure to light. Should you subsequently add additional 
items there may be an initial colour mismatch that should  
even out over time.

Due to variations in lighting and the limitations of print, 
variations in colour may occur between brochure illustrations 
and manufactured items. Samples of all our finishes are 
available on request from Customer Services.

We reserve the right to amend or update specifications,  
or delete items, without prior notice. All supplies are subject 
to our Terms and Conditions of Sale unless otherwise agreed 
in writing beforehand.

Choose Sven...

Quality | With a background as cabinetmakers, Sven began  
by manufacturing furniture in veneer. We retain craftsmen 
with cabinetmaking skills that even the best machines  
cannot replicate.

Choice | A wide range of high-quality office furniture and 
workspace solutions, designed and manufactured with 
care: office and reception desking, conference and meeting 
tables, and wall storage systems. Our seating ranges include 
working and executive chairs, meeting and conference chairs, 
reception and breakout seating.

Promise | We strive to provide the very best products, service 
and value. Proud of our long, well-established reputation as 
a supplier of great integrity: we do what we say, and should 
there, unusually, be a problem we do whatever is necessary 
to resolve the issue to the customer’s satisfaction.

Established in 1974, Sven Christiansen plc is a privately  
owned British furniture manufacturing company. 

Service | To ensure first-class service comes as standard,  
we work in close partnership with reputable local 
distributors. We allow them access to all our resources, 
while they add their own individual expertise and 
convenience of a local presence.

Our products can be viewed and experienced at our main 
showroom at our factory near Dudley, West Midlands, 
where we also offer factory tours. We have smaller 
displays at our London Design Studio, our head office  
in Guildford and our showroom in Cumbernauld  
(between Glasgow and Edinburgh). Many Sven  
distributors also have showrooms.

Flexibility | True manufacturers, not sub-assemblers,  
we operate our own metalwork fabrication and upholstery 
sections. Combined with instantly programmable machinery 
and our in-house design capability, we are extremely flexible 
and responsive to changing customer needs.

Smart working | Investment in sophisticated computerised 
machinery means we manufacture very efficiently and 
keep our prices low. Our systems are designed specifically 
for furniture production. With over three million different 
standard product combinations, coding for accurate 
manufacture is crucial to ensure customer satisfaction. 

Accreditation | Our quality management systems are 
independently audited to ISO 9001 and our Environmental 
Management to ISO 14001 (both by BSI) and we hold FSC® 
(Forest Stewardship Council®) Chain of Custody certification.

We support better 
management of the 
world’s forests by 
using FSC® certified 
wood.

About Sven Christiansen

FM 86198 EMS 504871

…because you want high-quality and long-term durability,  
at a very competitive price.

…because you want exceptional service, not simply at 
purchase but throughout the life of the furniture you install.

We build to last | All Sven furniture is guaranteed for five 
years (three years for moving parts), although we have many 
sites installed more than 15 years ago still going strong. 

Our large installed base and ongoing business from existing 
clients is of utmost importance to us. That’s why we see the 
development of our ranges as a process of evolution: adding 
new components and features, and designing new ranges to 
cater for the latest technology, changes in work practices and 
individual working styles – but always seeking to maximise 
backwards compatibility.
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Ambus
Desks
QUALITY, STYLE: THE FURNITURE OF CHOICE
Ambus is one of the most comprehensive desk 
systems available, with matching storage and 
tables and complementary screens. Desks are 
offered on both metal frames and panel ends, in 
an extensive choice of shapes, sizes and finishes, 
in both MFC and veneer. 
• Wide variety of top shapes cater for new      

and traditional ways of working

• Create optimal layouts to make best use 
of costly office space

• Comprehensive cable management 
options, all easily accessible

• Choice of MFC and natural veneer finishes

• Extensive range of matching storage

• Two complementary screen systems.

Compact corner desks, with extension pedestals, conference D-end, SPA screens and storage with glass tops. G3 chairs

Bench desks in Natural Walnut and White MFC. G2E chairs Meeting desks in Concrete MFC on Zinc legsWhite MFC bench desk on Black frame with pedestal return. J2 chairs Single pedestal desk in Natural Walnut/White, Faux Chrome frame

®
for more information, images and to download the brochure go to sven.co.uk/ambusoverview

http://sven.co.uk/ambus


Ambus
Tables
CRISP CLEAN DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS

Ambus features an extensive choice of meeting and 
conference tables in a wide range of sizes and top 
shapes. Bases are offered in a variety of styles, in 
steel, aluminium and timber. Comprehensive cable 
management options give convenient and discreet 
access to sockets, and cables can be routed to floor 
level via concealed conduits. 

• Choice of MFC or natural veneer finishes

• Rectangular, circular, oval, D-end and         
barrel-shape tops

• Standard sizes from 800 x 800mm to          
5000 x 1200mm

• Twelve different base styles

• Comprehensive cable management options, 
including lift-out tiles and hinged flaps.

Smoked Oak table on White MFC box bases with hinged flap cable management. HBB meeting chairs

Round table in Macassar Tan, Chrome pedestal base. G6 chairs Macassar Gold top on polished aluminium Eclipse legs. HBB chairsRectangular table in Light Oak on White V-base. F3 chairs Macassar Tan barrel table, arrowhead bases, glass cable tiles. F3 chairs

for more information, images and to download the brochure go to sven.co.uk/ambusoverview
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Ambus Streamline
Reception Desks
IMPRESSIVE RECEPTIONS, APPEALING PRICES
Create attractive reception counters of any length, 
using high or low modules or combinations of  
the two. Counter height sections provide privacy 
and conceal clutter: desk height units offer 
enhanced visitor contact and are convenient  
for parcel deliveries. 
• Choice of MFC or veneer finishes, or combine 

veneer tops with MFC vertical panels.

Smoked Oak veneer and gloss White MFC reception, with Oyster low seating

Gloss White MFC with Macassar Gold tops, Clarity low seating Pythonwood and White MFC, Iris low seating  Concrete and Slate MFC reception, with Skoop low seating Light Oak and White MFC, with Oyster low seating

® ™
for more information, images and to download the brochure go to sven.co.uk/ambusoverview

http://sven.co.uk/ambus


for more information, images and to download the brochure go to sven.co.uk/hiriseoverviewHiRise
Electric Height-adjustable Desks
ADJUSTABLE, ATTRACTIVE, AFFORDABLE
Stand up for a healthier lifestyle and a workplace 
as individual as you are with HiRise, the next 
generation of electric sit-stand desks. Move 
effortlessly between sitting and standing at the 
touch of a button, with the extra convenience 
of four memory presets and the safety of an 
integral anti-collision mechanism. Individual and 
double-sided bench desks with tops in MFC or 
veneer, complemented by matching storage. 
• Single or double bench desks

• Choice of MFC or natural veneer finishes

• Robust steel frame for supreme stability

• Soft start/stop for smooth movement

• Optional screens, modesty panels, pen  
drawers and wide tray drawers

• HiRise corner desks and conference tables  
also available.

Single and double bench desks in Concrete MFC tops on White frames. J1 chairs

Control panel with digital display and memory presets, fit to left or right Double bench desks, White tops and frames. J1 chairsSmoked Oak and White, HBB working chair and Tuesday low seating HiRise desks with X-Range bench between, Zebrano Sand tops. J1 chairs

®

http://sven.co.uk/ambus


X-Range
Bench System
STRENGTH, STYLE AND STABILITY

X-Range bench combines elegance with exceptional 
strength and rigidity. Tops may be fixed or sliding, 
with highly practical integral cable management as 
standard. Adapt as your needs change: lengthen or 
shorten bench runs by adding or removing modules 
as required. Optional slim profile screens help 
separate work areas and provide privacy.

• Vertical Power Towers and horizontal cable 
trays for unrivalled cable handling

• Optional height adjustment of individual tops.

White MFC double bench on square frames. J1 chairs

Double bench with side extensions creates two L-shape workstations Sliding top option provides enhanced access to cable trayStandard Power Towers provide high capacity vertical cable routing Screens with optional accessory bars for letter trays etc.
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for more information, images and to download the brochure go to sven.co.uk/x-rangeoverview

http://sven.co.uk/ambus


X-Range
Desks
THE PERFECT MATCH 

X-Range desks are available in three styles: with GP 
legs to match the standard legs on X-Range bench, 
on panel ends and on metal C-frames. Desks on GP 
legs are offered with or without modesty panels 
and create a contemporary light and airy feel. Desks 
on panel ends and with C-frames include modesty 
panels as standard, and create a more traditional 
environment.

• Choice of two metal frame styles or panel   
ends (with or without cable management)

• Complementary storage, tables and screens.

Compact corner desks on GP legs create practical L-shape workstations with a small footprint. J1 chairs

Panel end Compact Corner desks in Natural Oak and White. XR3 chairs Rectangular GP desk, conference extension and return with pedestal. J1 chairsRectangular panel end desks in Natural Oak and White. XR3 chairs Rectangular C-frame desk with fixed pedestal return. J1 chairs

for more information, images and to download the brochure go to sven.co.uk/x-rangeoverview

http://sven.co.uk/ambus


X-Range
Tables

MODERN MEETING TABLES GET YOU TALKING 

X-Range offers contemporary, cost-effective tables  
in a choice of MFC finishes. Distinctive X and Y column 
bases and GP leg frames in White, Slate or Silva 
pair perfectly with circular, rectangular, bow-end 
or barrel-shape tops. Optional concealed floor to 
tabletop cable routing inside the column bases.

• Choice of four top shapes

• Sizes from 800 x 800mm to 5000 x 1200mm

• Optional cable ports and cable trays. 

Concrete MFC 5000 x 1200mm rectangular table seating sixteen, J1 chairs

Barrel-shape table on White Y-base with cable access ports. XRE1C chairs Circular Concrete MFC table 1200mm diameter on GP legs. J1 chairsCircular table on White cruciform base, with cable access port,.XRE1C chairs Rectangular Concrete MFC table on White GP legs. J1 chairs

for more information, images and to download the brochure go to sven.co.uk/x-rangeoverview

http://sven.co.uk/ambus


X-Range
Reception Desks
THE MODERN WAY TO MEET AND GREET

Our comprehensive choice of X-Range reception 
modules combine to suit foyers of all shapes and 
sizes. Simply build your perfect counter by linking 
straight and curved base units in any sequence, 
with deskovers, glass shelves and pedestals as 
desired. Available in a wide choice of MFC finishes.

• Create receptions of any size

• Combine counter-height deskovers, glass 
shelves and desk height segments to form  
your ideal layout

• Optional internal recessed panels maximise  
leg room

• Integral kickplates protect against accidental 
damage

• Matching square, rectangular and circular 
coffee tables.

Semi-circular reception counter in Zebrano and White MFC, with deskovers and glass shelves, Faux Chrome columns and kickplates

 

High/low counter in Macassar MFC combining openness and privacy Reception in Natural Oak and White MFC – with enhanced wheelchair accessInternal view showing recessed panels that maximise legroom Glass shelves with perforated steel front panels

for more information, images and to download the brochure go to sven.co.uk/x-rangeoverview

http://sven.co.uk/ambus


Office Screens
DEFINING SPACES

Our three screen ranges help define and divide 
working areas and provide privacy: ALU and SPA 
feature variations of our unique multi-way linking 
system and come in sizes to match all furniture 
components. ALU and SPA may be upholstered, 
part-glazed or glazed, and incorporate pinnable 
capability or dry wipe whiteboards, while 
desk-mounted screen options include integral 
aluminium channels (slatwalls and accessory bars)  
for mounting letter trays and other items.

ALU | Substantial aluminium frame, with the option 
of floor or desk level high-capacity cable trunking, 
accessed via hinged flaps on both sides.

SPA | Slim-line aluminium frame combines strength, 
versatility and elegance.

QPAD | New fully upholstered screens for bench  
and freestanding desks

Ambus desks and ALU screens incorporating desk-height cable management

SPA freestanding screens Desk-mounted SPA screen in clear frosted Perspex® with White frameDesk-mounted SPA screens with integral slatwalls Upholstered SPA screens with accessory bars

Office Screens feature in our Ambus and X-Range brochures
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Fulcrum CE
Desks and Storage

DESIGN FOR THE CONTEMPORARY EXECUTIVE 

Distinctive modern styling is the hallmark of our 
Fulcrum Contemporary Executive furniture collection. 
Beautifully crafted desks, chic workstation 
combinations and perfectly matched storage. Pick 
finishes from a palette of natural timber veneers, 
glass, high gloss lacquers and metals to create 
office suites that exude individuality in appearance 
and character. 

•  Freestanding desks and workstations

•  Complementary meeting tables and 
freestanding storage

•  Tops in veneer or glass

•  Choice of handles, or flush ‘press to open’ 
drawers and doors.

T-shaped executive suite in Macassar Gold veneer and gloss White lacquer, with polished Chrome frame. HBB task chair and HB3 sofas

Light Oak top and fronts, White frame, gloss White lacquer carcass Glass top, Chrome frame, Natural Walnut veneer/gloss White lacquer storageBlack glass top on Black frame, gloss White lacquer storage Smoked Oak veneer and gloss Black lacquer bases and carcasses

®
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for more information, images and to download the brochure go to sven.co.uk/fulcrum-ceoverview

http://sven.co.uk/ambus


Fulcrum
Desks

LEVERAGE YOUR PROFESSIONAL PROFILE 
Fulcrum executive desks have presence 
and gravitas. Offered in both traditional and 
contemporary finish combinations, they exude 
quality without being flashy, and discreetly cater  
for modern technology and working styles.

• Wide choice of top shapes and conference 
extensions

• Matching storage and tables

• Optional veneer inlays and ebony detail lines

• Bespoke service for custom requirements.

Corner desk with conference extension in Smoked Oak veneer, with matching square-legged meeting table. Ele chairs

Corner desk, conference extension and storage in Natural Walnut. Ele chairs Rectangular desk in Light Oak, with pedestal return. Ele chairsBow-front corner desk in Macassar Gold with radiused solid edge. Ele chairs Bow-front desk in Light Oak. HBB chairs

®
for more information, images and to download the brochure go to sven.co.uk/fulcrumoverview

http://sven.co.uk/ambus


Fulcrum
Reception Desks

Fulcrum Pro in gloss White lacquer and Smoked Oak veneer, with matching HiStore built-in storage behind. HBB executive working chairs

Split-level Fulcrum reception in Light Oak: access via concealed hinged flaps Fulcrum Pro with central glass shelf. Matching HiStore cupboard. HBB chairsFulcrum Pro reception in gloss White lacquer and Light Oak veneer Natural Walnut veneer with gloss White and polished stainless steel trim

®

WELCOME IN ULTIMATE STYLE 

Initial impressions matter. Whether conventional 
or contemporary, make yours a grand entrance 
by choosing a reception desk of distinction from 
our striking Fulcrum collection. Hand-pick from 
our deluxe standard selection in a wide range of 
veneers and gloss lacquers, or tailor to your precise 
requirements with custom variations. 

• Traditional craftsmanship of the highest standard

• Extensive choice of standard modules combine 
seamlessly to create a huge choice of possible 
combinations

• Bespoke variants available if required.

for more information, images and to download the brochure go to sven.co.uk/fulcrumoverview

http://sven.co.uk/ambus


Fulcrum
Conference Tables

OUTSTANDING TABLES FOR EVERY SETTING 

Avant-garde or conservative, the Fulcrum 
collection boasts the finest selection of meeting 
and conference tables to suit all applications. 
Choose from a generous palette of natural timber 
veneers and solids, with a choice of edge profiles 
and optional feature inlays, plus a wide selection 
of attractive and functional cable management 
solutions. Complement with matching freestanding 
and built-in storage. 

• Tables of any length

•  Effective cable handling combining lift-out  
tiles or hinged flaps with concealed cable 
routing down to floor level

• Wide choice of top shapes and base styles

•  Storage, hospitality and presentation units       
to match

• Bespoke service for custom requirements.

Barrel-shape table with Aero edged Natural Walnut veneer top on wing bases, featuring lift-out cable management tiles. Ele meeting chairs

Macassar Gold top on gloss White lacquer box bases. F3 chairs Natural Walnut and Maple, with concealed doors to interior, for cabling. F1 chairsNatural Walnut radial veneer top on satin stainless steel base. Ele chairs Light Oak veneer on square bases, mirror glass footplates. HBB chairs

®
for more information, images and to download the brochure go to sven.co.uk/fulcrumoverview

http://sven.co.uk/ambus


Fulcrum
Conference Tables
EXQUISITE CRAFTSMANSHIP IS TIMELESS

Few tables can effectively complement an original 
Adam interior: Fulcrum can.

Decisions that affect all our lives are taken  
at Fulcrum tables. We don’t claim they ensure 
better decisions, but they provide a setting that 
encourages careful thought.   

• Traditional craftsmanship of the highest standard

• Edges in solid timber or MDF

• Reconfigurable tables for ultimate flexibility

• Match to HiStore wall storage system with  
integral presentation and display facilities

• Optional veneer inlays and detail lines

• Bespoke service for custom requirements.

Barrel-shape top in Natural Walnut veneer on wing bases. F1 meeting chairs. Fireplace and mouldings by Robert Adam

Maple and Birds-Eye Maple with Ebony lines, glass tiles, arrowhead bases Light Oak on gloss White box bases, hinged cable management flaps. HBB chairsMaple with Natural Walnut and ebony inlays, glass tiles. F2 chairs Reconfigurable tables in Cherry, configured to U-shape. Ele chairs

®
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for more information, images and to download the brochure go to sven.co.uk/fulcrumoverview

http://sven.co.uk/ambus


HiStore
Storage Wall
BUILT-IN FLOOR-TO-CEILING STORAGE

Maximise your storage capacity with HiStore built-in 
storage. Fit against an existing wall, or use single or 
double-sided to create partitions. HiStore is available 
in a wide range of MFC, high gloss and veneer 
finishes. Elements include doors, drawers, open 
shelves and presentation units in any combination, 
and there is a comprehensive range of internal 
fittings: customised to fit exactly into whatever 
space you have available.

• Install on an existing wall, specify a finished 
back to create a wall or back-to-back for 
storage on two sides

• Incorporate display or projection screens

• Range of interiors, including shelving, lateral 
and roll-out filing, pigeonhole units and 
wardrobe fittings

• Timber, glass or side opening tambour doors

• Choice of finishes matching all furniture ranges

• Optional ebony detail lines and veneer inlays.

Back-to-back HiStore doubling as office partitioning

HiStore complementing Fulcrum Pro reception in Natural Walnut HiStore in Natural Walnut, in an executive office setting HiStore in Macassar Gold with integral glazed display cabinetHiStore incorporating screen alcove and glass-fronted display shelving

HiStore features in the Ambus and Fulcrum brochures
®
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Modular Tables
FlipTop, Sectional & Folding

FlipTop tables on T-frames with castors. F4 chairs

Rectangular and D-end Sectional tables. G6 chairs FlipTop tables with hinged flaps for access to electrical sockets. F3 chairsFolding tables in classroom layout. G3 and G4 chairs FlipTop tables on Y-frames. Stackable G4 chairs

Modular Tables feature in the Ambus brochure
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MOBILE AND RECONFIGURABLE

FlipTop | Tops pivot 90° from horizontal to vertical, 
nesting together for compact storage and making 
moving from room to room simple and convenient. 

Sectional | Tables on removable Quick-fit legs, for 
individual use or linked together on demand to form 
larger configurations. Stack and store tables on 
trolleys and wheel wherever required.

Folding | Effectively mini desks – with integral 
modesty panels and cable management within 
the frames – that fold completely flat for minimal 
storage when not in use. 

• Legs and frames in Zinc, Slate or Chrome

• Rectangular, trapezoidal and D-shape tops,  
in a choice of widths and depths.
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G-Series  & J-Series
Seating
ENGINEERED WITH ELEGANCE

G-Series | Comprises five working chairs and five 
accompanying visitor/meeting chairs. Available  
in a variety of configurations, each carefully 
developed to combine comfort and style with 
exceptional durability. 

Tailor each chair to your specific needs from our  
wide choice of mechanisms, arm and base options.

Visitor/meeting chairs come with and without arms, 
straight or waisted shell, on four legs and on gently 
sprung stacking or non-stacking cantilever frames.

J-Series | Working and visitor chairs feature a striking 
and contemporary mesh back, available in Black or 
White, and a comfortably contoured seat.

G3, J2 and G2E working chairs

G1 working chair G8E cantilever armchairJ1 mesh back working chair G4 cantilever armchairG2 working chair J2 cantilever armchairG8E working chair G6 with optional stacking frame

™ ™
for more information, images and to download the brochure go to sven.co.uk/sven-seatingoverview

http://sven.co.uk/ambus


Ele & HBB
Executive and Conference chairs
CONTEMPORARY COMFORT 

Ele | A modern reinterpretation of a classic seating 
design, improved and enhanced to suit today’s 
office and boardroom. Ele offers conference chairs 
with or without arms, plus a distinctive bar stool for 
coffee bars and breakout areas.

HBB | Perfectly blends distinctive modern design 
with exceptional comfort.

HBB seating designed by Hilary Birkbeck.

Both HBB and Ele collections comprise medium  
and high-back working chairs on five-star bases 
with synchro mechanisms, and conference chairs  
on either cantilever or four-star swivel bases. 

Ele EL3MA conference armchairs with Eclipse table. Ele EL1HA working chair with Fulcrum CE workstation 

Ele EL2HA conference armchairs around Light Oak Ambus V-base table  Ele EL1HA  working chair HBB1HA with headrestHBB2MA conference armchairs with Fulcrum square base table in Smoked OakEle EL2MA conference armchair Optional coat hanger for HBB

for more information, images and to download the brochure go to sven.co.uk/sven-seatingoverview
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Fulcrum
Conference Chairs
FOR EVEN THE LONGEST MEETINGS

Elegant meeting and conference chairs of 
exceptional quality and comfort.

F1 and F2 models have solid hardwood frames in a 
wide range of timbers and finishes. F3 and F4 models 
have steel tube frames. All models are available with 
or without arms, and steel parts are available painted 
Zinc or Black, or in polished Chrome.

Four-legged models may be specified with our 
unique Freefloat™ mechanism. Freefloat™ provides 
a smooth range of movement from a forwards 
tilt of -3° to a rear tilt of +10°. The automatically 
progressive resistance requires no user adjustment, 
and because no controls are required the Freefloat™ 
mechanism does not alter the visual appearance of 
the chair. Freefloat™ is optional on Fulcrum F1, F2 
and F4 chairs (and on G-Series G5 and G7).

Fulcrum seating designed by Hilary Birkbeck.

F1 chairs with Natural Walnut frames and leather capped arms, with matching Fulcrum table on wing bases  

F1 in Natural WalnutF3 with Black frameF3 armchairs with Chrome frames. Ambus V-base table in Macassar Tan F2 in Light Oak, timber armsF4 with polished Chrome frame Freefloat™
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Soft Seating
Reception and Breakout
FURNISH WITH FLAMBOYANT FLAIR

Skoop | Cute, curvy, comfortable and available on 
a polished Chrome skid base or four-star polished 
aluminium base.

HB1 | Versatile series comprising individual chairs  
on polished Chrome tubular legs or disc bases,  
and a matching two-seat sofa. 

Oyster | Supremely comfortable medium and 
high-back chairs featuring an external timber shell 
finished in Natural Walnut or Light Oak veneer, White  
or Black high gloss lacquer, fabric or leather. Offered  
on a four-star swivel base or polished Chrome skid.

Lily | Funky yet practical, the Lily sofa looks compact 
but, at a pinch, seats four. Scatter a couple of Lilypad 
stools nearby for uber-flexible, relaxed seating.

Monday | With clean modern lines these visually 
light chairs, sofas and matching coffee tables are 
ideal for breakout areas or ‘smart-casual’ receptions.

Skoop, HB1 and Monday designs by Hilary Birkbeck.

Skoop chairs with Krystal coffee table

HB1 chairs on disc bases, with Krystal coffee table Lily sofa and Lilypad stoolOyster chairs with Natural Walnut shells. Fulcrum coffee table with thin edge Monday chairs and sofa

for more information, images and to download the brochure go to sven.co.uk/soft-seatingoverview

http://sven.co.uk/ambus


Soft Seating
Reception and Breakout

SLEEKLY CONSERVATIVE, STRIKINGLY MODERN

Welcome | Sumptuous comfort in a traditional style, 
with a choice of hardwood feet to match all our 
veneer and MFC finishes. Tabletops in veneer, MFC  
or glass.

HB3 | Impressive chairs and sofas especially suited  
to a larger reception or atrium.

Friday | With a distinctive back shell available in a 
range of timber veneers, or upholstered in matching 
or contrasting fabric.

Tuesday | Substantial reception chairs and sofas 
‘floating’ on a polished Chrome tubular frame.

HB3, Friday and Tuesday designed by Hilary Birkbeck.

Welcome sofa, chair and coffee table with solid Natural Walnut feet and Black mirror glass tabletop

HB3 chair and sofa Tuesday two-seat sofa and armchairFriday sofa, chair and coffee table, with shells and frame in gloss Black lacquer Welcome three-seat sofa and coffee table

for more information, images and to download the brochure go to sven.co.uk/soft-seatingoverview

http://sven.co.uk/ambus


Soft Seating
Reception and Breakout
RESHAPING RECEPTIONS 

Clarity Curve | Curvilinear design gives this low-backed 
soft seating a gracefully sweeping flow. Matching 
rectangular modules enable the creation of a variety 
of layouts.

Privacy Pod | Individual high-back chairs and 
two-seat sofas providing enhanced acoustic privacy.

Lux | High-quality interpretation of the traditional  
tub chair, in both single and two-seat variants.

Clarity | Crisp and classy, Clarity comprises chairs, 
two and three seat sofas, left and right handed 
corner units, plus matching coffee tables. As 
standard Clarity sits on polished aluminium  
columns: optionally replaced with a choice of  
either solid hardwood underframes in Light Oak, 
Cherry, Maple, Natural Walnut or ebonised black;  
or with distinctive individual solid ply legs faced  
in any of our standard veneers.

for more information, images and to download the brochure go to sven.co.uk/soft-seatingoverview

Clarity Curve modules with Krystal coffee table

Privacy Pod chairs – tethered cushions included Clarity two-seater sofa with Natural Walnut faced plywood legsLux chair and two-seat sofa Clarity corner sofa with optional scatter cushions

http://sven.co.uk/ambus


X-Range
Seating
STYLISH, DURABLE, ECONOMICAL

Comfortable working chairs in a choice of styles 
complemented by meeting and visitor chairs and 
robust and stackable café/canteen chairs.

XR1, XR3 and XR4 working chairs

XRB1A armchair XR3C visitor chair XRV3AC meeting chair XRE2 executive chair XRC1 canteen chair XRE1 executive chairXRP2 canteen chair XR2HA working chair

for more information, images and to download the brochure go to sven.co.uk/xrseatingoverview
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X-Range
Reception Seating
SIMPLY STYLISH SEATING 

X-Range offers two ranges of reception seating, 
XRM and XRT.

XRM | includes chairs, two and three-seat sofas, left 
and right handed corner units, plus matching coffee 
tables. High-back versions of the chairs and sofas 
can be used standalone or linked with a matching 
panel to form an enclosed booth, with or without  
an integral table. Choose a uniform colour or specify 
a two-tone combination in a wide choice of fabrics, 
vinyls and leathers.

XRT | Classic tub chairs and matching two-seat sofas, 
with or without optional front panels.

XRMH booth with table and TV screen

XRT1 tub chairs with Ambus coffee table XRMUC sofa, with optional scatter cushionsXRM3 sofa XRMH2 high-back sofa

for more information, images and to download the brochure go to sven.co.uk/xrseatingoverview

http://sven.co.uk/ambus


Our MFC and hand-selected, crown cut veneers are 
both extremely durable finishes. Veneers are a more 
costly raw material than MFC and require a series 
of lengthy and skilled preparation and finishing 
processes – and therefore carry a price premium.

MFC Finishes
• Wood grain MFC offers a realistic likeness  

of natural timber at an attractive price. Concrete  
offers a remarkably convincing illusion, and plain 
colours can be used alone or in combination 
with other finishes. MFC provides consistency  
of colour and structure, plus a perfect colour 
match between panels. Designer MFCs and 
laminates provide examples of the wider 
choices available on request.

Veneer Finishes
• Bring greater individuality and warmth  

to each item of furniture 

• The beauty of the natural variations in hue,  
grain and figure make each piece unique.

High Gloss Lacquer Finishes
• Combine with veneer to create  

a contemporary look.

Finishes

1. Beech
2. Concrete
3. Maple

15. Light Oak
16. Natural Walnut
17. Maple

29. Pinstripe Oak
30. Rust
31. Weathered Pine

44. Slate
45. White
46. Raw Steel Gloss
47. Raw Steel White
48. Zinc
49. Chrome
50. Black

38. Stone Grey
39. Cashmere
40. Light Grey

41. Crema Beige
42. White
43. Alpine White

27. Burr Oak
28. Burr Walnut

32. Brushed Steel
33. Orange
34. Green

35. Black 
36. Slate
37.Dust Grey

18. Cherry
19. Macassar Gold
20. Macassar Tan

21. Wenge
22. Smoked Oak

23. Gloss Black
24. Gloss White

25.  Burr Madrona
26. Birds-Eye Maple

4. Natural Oak
5. Natural Walnut 
6. White

7. Zebrano Sand 
8. Zebrano 
9. Slate

10. Gloss White
11. Black

12. White Halifax Oak
13. Natural Halifax Oak
14. Tabacco Halifax Oak

MFC 3D MFC

Exotic VeneersLacquerVeneer

Designer Finishes PerfectSense Matt
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Sven Christiansen furniture and seating  
is manufactured in the United Kingdom.

Available from:

FM 86198 EMS 504871

sven.co.uk

Portfolio Brochure-007-2017-P

The Chair Clinic Ltd
Unit 1 Silverend IE
Wedgebury Way
Brierley Hill
West Midlands
DY5 3JT
t: 01384-480030
e: sales@chairclinic.co.uk
www.chairclinic.co.uk


